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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Many scientists and health experts have warned that vaccinating children against COVID-19 is

unnecessary and extremely risky. Since the beginning of the pandemic, it has been obvious that

children were at exceptionally low risk for hospitalization and death from the infection.  Despite

this, massive efforts are underway to ensure that every child gets a shot.

If the current data from the Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)  are any

indication of what the future holds, we are facing the greatest public health calamity in modern

history. I believe it is not a new COVID-19 variant causing this, but the current vaccination

campaign. Unfortunately, I have no doubt that the deaths caused by the vaccines will end up far

exceeding the number of deaths from the illness.

Despite the clear and present dangers of this genetic therapy, vaccine makers, encouraged and

endorsed by government health agencies, are steamrolling ahead with trials and

recommendations for the shot in children. In May 2021  parents found out that their children can

get vaccinated without their consent if they fall under something called the “mature minor”

doctrine.

This allows providers to treat minors, without parental consent, under certain circumstances. The

age group under question was between ages 14 and 18 when there is a “rebuttable presumption

of capacity, and the physician may treat without parental consent unless the physician believes

that the minor is not suXciently mature to make his or her own health care decisions.”

In July, two lawsuits were Zled in federal court that challenged the Washington D.C. city law

which allowed minors to be vaccinated without parental consent.  In September 2021, The

Guardian reported that children aged 12 to 15 in the U.K. may be administered a COVID-19 shot

by teams in the school system without parental consent.

If parents do not consent but the child wants the vaccine, the team can determine if a 12-year-old

is able to make an informed decision. Most recently, one California mother spoke to the news

media and expressed outrage after the school system allegedly offered her son a pizza in

exchange for his taking the genetic therapy shot.

With each passing month, it becomes more obvious that the battleground in the Zght for liberty

and freedom has been taken to our young children. A recent review of data  from the CDC and the

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) shows that more children have died from the

vaccine than have died from the illness.

VAERS Underreporting Factor Affects Data

To compare the number of deaths from COVID illness against those who have died from the

genetic therapy injection, we must address the known underreporting factor in VAERS. To date,

the VAERS database is the only reporting system used by the CDC and FDA that is accessible to

the public. According to VAERS, it:

“… is a passive reporting system, meaning it relies on individuals to send in reports of

their experiences. Anyone can submit a report to VAERS, including parents and patients.”

Additionally, it is the only area where the public, including doctors and other medical

professionals, can voluntarily report vaccine adverse events, including death. According to

VAERS,  health care professionals are mandated by law to report serious injury adverse events

that occur within a speciZed time period after the shot, and those events that are listed by the

manufacturer as a contraindication to further doses.

However, the system only “encourages” providers to report events after vaccination whether the

shot caused the event or not. In other words, the system depends on the health care

professionals' knowledge that the VAERS system exists and their willingness to spend time Zlling

out the document which asks for:

Medical information and history on the

patient

The facility where the injection was given

The contact information on the person

completing the form

The vaccine type, manufacturer and lot

number

The best doctor or healthcare professional to

contact about the adverse event

What area of the body where the vaccine was

injected

A description of the adverse events and

treatment

The results or outcome of the adverse events

Medical tests and laboratory results that

were done

Any vaccines that were given in the month

before the genetic therapy injection was

given.

The manufacturer, lot number and site where

those additional injections were given

Any adverse events to any previous vaccines

the patient may have had

The patient's race and ethnicity The date and time the adverse event started

The patient’s age at the time of vaccination Allergies to medications, foods or other

products

Whether the patient was pregnant at the time

of vaccination

Any illnesses in the month leading up to the

vaccination

Any chronic or long-standing health

conditions

Any prescriptions, over-the-counter

medications, dietary supplements or herbal

remedies being taken at the time of

vaccination

While much of this information is necessary for data tracking, you can see how the time-

consuming nature of Zlling out this form can easily become overwhelming when doctors have

multiple patients with adverse events from the COVID-19 shots.  Lack of knowledge of the

system, and a growing physician shortage  with subsequent lack of time have also likely

contributed to the underreporting factor (URF).

In an early grant report submitted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, which is

part of the VAERS system, the writers admitted that:

“Although 25% of ambulatory patients experience an adverse drug event, less than 0.3%

of all adverse drug events and 1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and Drug

Administration (FDA). Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are reported.”

As of December 3, 2021, there were 946,461 adverse events and 19,886 deaths reported to the

system.  If only 1% of the events are reported, this translates to 94.64 million adverse events and

1.98 million deaths. To ascertain a better estimate of how many people have been injured from

the current genetic injection, the issue of the URF was again addressed in a paper published in

November 2021.

The process for deZning a new URF was published in a 62-page paper.  Using an engineering

analysis of the available data and judgment based on peer reviewed literature and expertise of

the scientists, an underreporting factor of 41 was determined.

Agency Data Show 173% More Children Died From Shot Than Virus

In this short video, you’ll hear just several of the stories of parents who are grieving the loss of

their children after giving them a vaccine they were promised would protect them. Many, thinking

they were doing the right thing, took an experimental shot and have left devastated parents and

families behind.

While evaluating the data, one of the writers of the paper, Steve Kirsch, recognized the gravity of

the situation as it relates to the number of children who have died after taking the vaccine versus

the number who have died from the illness. CDC data ending December 8, 2021,  shows 757

children younger than 18 were listed as casualties of COVID-19.

He points out that many of these deaths, like those in adults, are likely children who died with

COVID and not from COVID.  However, to maintain simplicity, he used those numbers for

comparison. Then, using data from VAERS ending December 3, 2021, he found 32 deaths from

the vaccine.

Using the URF of 41, this suggests there have been 1,312 deaths that are likely to have been

caused by the injection as compared to the 757 deaths the CDC records as having been caused

by the illness. If you do the math, this means the shot has killed roughly 173% more children than

the illness.

Using the same URF of 41 and the current data ending December 3, 2021, from OpenVAERS we

can estimate there should have been 38,804,901 reports and 815,326 deaths caused by the

injection. This is vitally important as the total number of deaths recorded for COVID-19 as of

December 15, 2021. is 795,839.  This means the shot has currently killed more children and

adults than the virus.

Adverse Event VAERS Using URF

Deaths 19,886 815,326

Anaphylaxis 8,432 345,712

Miscarriage 3,230 132,430

Permanently disabled 32,644 1,338,404

Severe allergic reaction 35,009 1,435,369

Hospitalizations 102,857 4,217,134

Bell’s Palsy 11,896 487,736

Myocarditis/Pericarditis 16,918 693,638

Pilot Deaths, Injuries and Shot Mandates Affect Shortage

Pilot deaths and injuries affect commercial kights, logistical distribution of goods and military

readiness. In mid-2020, thousands of pilots were laid off or decided to retire when kights were

canceled around the country and around the world during lockdowns. Government mandates for

the genetic therapy shot have also curbed the hiring of potential aviators.

It takes up to two years to train a pilot, and Boeing estimates there will be a need for more than

600,000 new pilots over the next two decades. After the release of the shot in 2021, some noted

an excessive number of pilot deaths in 2021, versus the number who died in 2019 and 2020.

As the data on this situation continue to be released, it's important to note that one Army kight

surgeon has also stepped forward to warn that the COVID jab may increase the risk of sudden

cardiac death among military pilots.

Physician Lt. Col. Theresa Long Zled an aXdavit alleging the Army isn't following DOD protocols

to screen for side effects of myocarditis associated with the PZzer and Moderna shots. The

aXdavit is part of a federal lawsuit against the vaccine mandate for the U.S. military. In the

aXdavit Long claims:

“... there is no functional myocardial screening currently being conducted … it is my

professional opinion that substantial foreseen risks currently exist, which require proper

screening of all Pight crews. Based on the DOD’s own protocols and studies, the only two

valuable methodologies to adequately assess this risk are through MRI imaging or cardio

biopsy which must be carried-out.”

In October 2021, The Defender,  the publication of the Children's Health Defense, asked a

question that many may have overlooked. Are these vaccine mandates that appear to be reducing

critical services and personnel, such as pilots, health care providers and Zrst responders, an

intentional sabotage designed to weaken America and expand control?

The loss of critical pilots is not only the result of death, but also life-altering disabilities after the

shot. The Defender  covered Sen. Ron Johnson’s, R-Wis., expert panel on COVID vaccine injuries,

during which a 33-year-old commercial airline pilot from Cleveland, Mississippi, testiZed about

his injuries.

Cody Flint had been healthy with no underlying medical conditions before receiving PZzer’s

genetic therapy injection. His Zrst dose was February 1, 2021. Within 30 minutes he developed a

severe headache that evolved into a burning sensation in his neck. Two days later he realized

something wasn't right, but only after having taken his airplane into the air. He described what

happened next:

“I was starting to develop tunnel vision and my headache was getting worse.

Approximately two hours into my Pying I pulled my airplane up to turn around and felt an

extreme burst of pressure in my ears. Instantly I was nearly blacked out, dizzy,

disoriented, nauseous and shaking uncontrollably. By the grace of God, I was able to land

my plane without incident, though I do not remember doing this.”

The doctors initially told him he had an attack of vertigo and a severe panic attack. However,

without a history of either, and a continuing decline of his medical condition, the doctors then told

him that ”only an adverse reaction to the PZzer vaccination or major head trauma could have

caused this much spontaneous damage.”

After one year and numerous spinal taps and two surgeries, Flint shared that the vaccine stole his

career and his future. He spent all his savings to pay his medical bills and his family “is on the

verge of losing everything we have.”

Statistical Tricks Behind Fear Mongering

It is important to note here that the claims made by PZzer that the vaccine is 95% effective is not

an effectiveness rating you may imagine. You might think that 95% effective means that the shot

protects 95 out of 100 people.

But that is something called a relative risk reduction, which actually is the difference in event

rates for both groups being studied.  In other words, it’s the rekection of the number of

vaccinated people who got COVID during the trials compared to the number who were not

vaccinated. If you look at the absolute risk reduction, which is far more relevant for public health

measures, you’ll see that number is actually less than 1%.

This means that out of 100 people who got the injection, it is effective for less than one person.

While this makes the vaccine of dubious beneZt, it also speaks to the propaganda and fear-

mongering vaccine makers and vaccines stakeholders have used to promote the dangerous shot

— especially when the National Institutes of Health says absolute risk reduction “is the most

useful way of presenting research results.”

Experts Are Using Herd Immunity Reasoning to Convince Parents

Since children have little reason to get the COVID shot, health oXcials are spinning the idea that

they should be vaccinated for the sake of herd immunity. They want you to believe that not only

should you look at the people around you as vectors of disease, but also that children could be

asymptomatic carriers and supposedly silently spreading a deadly disease to Grandma's house.

What they aren’t telling you, and the media is not covering, are the studies that show children are

not driving the pandemic, and in fact appear less likely to transmit COVID-19 than adults.  The

Children’s Health Defense noted:

"In short, public health leaders say, parents must 'vaccinate the young to protect the old.'

Given the federal government's estimate that one vaccine injury results from every 39

vaccines administered, it seems clear that o\cials expect children to shoulder 100% of

the risks of COVID vaccination in exchange for zero bene^t."

Herd immunity occurs when enough people have acquired immunity to an infectious disease so

that it no longer is widely spread in the community. This is calculated using a reproductive

number or R0.  This is the estimated number of new infections that may occur from one infected

person. R1 means that one person who is infected is expected to infect one other person.

When R0 is below 1 it indicates that cases are declining and R0 above 1 suggests that they are on

the rise. While it's far from an exact science, a person's susceptibility to infection is known to vary

depending on factors including age, health and contacts within the community.

The initial calculation for COVID-19 health intervention tracking was based on assumptions that

each person had the same susceptibility and would mix randomly with others in the community.

However, a study published in Nature Reviews Immunology  suggested the herd immunity

threshold for COVID-19 may need adjustment since children are less susceptible to the disease.

The scientists wrote:

"Another factor that may feed into a lower herd immunity threshold for COVID-19 is the

role of children in viral transmission. Preliminary reports ^nd that children, particularly

those younger than 10 years, may be less susceptible and contagious than adults, in

which case they may be partially omitted from the computation of herd immunity."

In other words, the idea that we must vaccinate children to protect adults is not backed by

evidence in this illness. After decades of studying vaccine research and holding responsible

positions in health care, you would hope that individuals like Dr. Anthony Fauci,  director of the

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases and Dr. Rochelle Walensky,  director of the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, should understand the science.

If an assumption is made that these individuals do understand the science that doesn’t support

vaccinating children, and they have at least glanced at the VAERS data collected by the CDC and

FDA, then you must ask the question — what is the underlying goal of vaccinating children with a

potentially lethal and disabling shot when they have an exceedingly low risk of severe COVID-19

or dying from the illness?

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,601 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"This is not about herd immunity", it's about "herd control".
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More Children Have Died From COVID Shot Than From COVID
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

One team published an engineering analysis to determine the current underreporting

factor (URF) from the VAERS information and found the factor to be 41. When

applied against the government data they found 173% more children died from the

vaccine than from the illness

*

Using this same URF, the number of deaths from COVID jabs rose to 815,326 and the

number permanently disabled to 1,338,404. To date, the total reported deaths from

the infection is 803,043, which means the shot has killed more children and adults

than the virus

*

Although there is little reason to give children the shot, oXcials are spinning the idea that it is needed for herd immunity. Yet, health oXcials

must be aware there is a signiZcant lack of evidence to support this, and children are dying in the process

*

Pilot deaths and injuries affect commercial kights, logistical distribution of goods and military readiness. In one aXdavit as part of a federal

lawsuit against the military vaccine mandate, physician Lt. Col. Theresa Long alleges protocols are not followed after the COVID shot

*
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@ Jose.Grilo  This is more about Corporate$Conglomerative Immunity than all else. And the demise of any and all-natural

immunity.  And in case you missed the Memo, The United States of America is a registered corporation. Also, liability immune.
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There is a word for that for human populations, Genocide. The Znal death total for the jabbed may well exceed that of World War

1 and 2, making this World War 3, by mass deception. There was/is obviously no informed consent, which is compulsory for any

medical treatment, and signiZcant evidence of coercion, so the vast majority of the deaths caused by these toxic jabs will be

murder by poisoning, not hidden suicide, and the currently injured will probably die prematurely too. The many horrible injuries

and death caused must be quite deliberate, because this has been decades in planning, and the content of the jabs is obviously

sophisticated! The people behind this must face capital punishment, otherwise they will try again, and that could be far more

horrible, probably in-part out of sick-revenge by these psychopath/sociopath families, like the horrors they commanded in

Russia!
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Hello Davidcricket, Yes, it’s so obviously that these elites caused the problem.  They create the PROBLEM, leads the population to

a REACTION, and then they will bring a preplanned SOLUTION.  The SOLUTION takes away of RIGHTS and FREEDOMS every time.

They create Poverty.  Just look in the past 100 years, the concentration of Wealth has been siphoned from upper, middle and

poor class to the 1% of the 1% which is .0001% (The Elites and their different tiers of Minions.)  The Middle Class is being wiped

out, everyone will be come Poor Slaves.  Their is no more Free Enterprise in the USA.

There is only Crony Capitalism where these Multinational Companies don’t pay any taxes. The .0001% don’t pay any taxes while

we the Producers, Laborers, Researchers, The Ones who actually contribute to our society systematically get our the Production

of our Labor being Silently Stolen through INCOME TAX, INFLATION, and INTEREST and interest that the people have to pay for

the Government’s borrowing of FIAT MONEY from a CENTRAL BANK that creates money out of thin air; which causes Inkation

like what we are seeing now with the 30-80% increase in prices for the goods that we buy.  These is a system of robbing us

silently and enslaving all of humanity.

We build the roads, the infrastructure, research and create the technology, farm the land and catch the Zsh, do all the essentials

for our society while the Elites just enjoys the feast at the table without having to plant the crop, water the crop, harvest the crop,

cook the food, serve the food,...heck they don’t even clean the dishes after the feast.  (This is parasitic free loading behaviour.)

People have to wake up and understand everything we need access to is controlled by these Elites and need to gathered together

to not follow their commands; especially that it is so obviously they are killing us wholesale through the Fear Mongering

“pLandemic.”  What is killing people is the lethal injections posing as Vaccines.
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Not in the least including thinning of the herd.
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How ironic that more of a medical history is taken after an adverse effect than before the jab.
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I just wonder how these 'care givers"  can sleep at night knowing how many kids they have murdered....
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See no eedle, hear no eedle, speak no eedle...
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@mrrobb Lavishly....while visions of sugar plumbs dance in their dysfunctional heads.  For all these types of good deed

doers.....No good deed goes unpunished.   Moma said!  And many times, too.  I have one tale of caution about the gentler

persuasion of the feminine kind. "Do not mess with Mama Grizzly bear cubs." If you think for one moment that the women of this

world are about to stand by and watch as kids Vax injury grows.... Let me tell I got some "news" for you. And you "will" Znd out it's

true!   Hell, hath no fury like a women's scorn!    This is not a Grimms fairy tale!
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yeah..walguy....like "Squeaky Fromme"  ......LOL....a little sweetie that was not agreeing with the political sh!t.. N her 45 didn't go

off....maybe  the world needs a few squeekies  :)
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what's   "eedle"?
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These kind of people do NOT consider other people or their children - other human beings....they think about them as surplus -

good for nothing therefore they feel nothing about - feel totally normal to get rid of them.
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If people persist in calling this psyops a "Viral Pandemic" and go on an on about the "risk" and all the people who are sick and dying

from it. I think that I will just stop reading! People are deZnitely not looking at the Big Picture! If any of you parents are looking for a

good slogan for a T-shirt, or whatever; how about: "Keep your needle plunging hands off my children!".
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Another T-shirt slogan -- You Can't Comply Your Way Out of TYRANNY.
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All of these companies that are making vaccines should be closed down and those responsible should be in prison for life or worse.

Damn them
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Nuremberg Trials II coming up. And, hopefully heads will roll.
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Catryna I hope so and hopefully it will be televised
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operative words...SHOULD BE. In reality there is no accountability!
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These Pharmaceutical Companies are one arms of the octopus, they are control Media, Central Banks, Food Production,

Packaged foods in try supermarket, K-12 and Higher Education, own the politicians, thus creating laws that favor them,

systematically dumbing down our youth, subverting our virtues and morals and promoting self serving and apathetic Behavior.

 Which one individual or group can prosecute and enforce the law against them?  No one. Only collectively as a whole, we can

stand together to overthrow the system that they created.  By doing that then the police, sheriff, judges, etc. can then prosecute

them.  

Without so, it is wishful thinking.  It is like a district judge indicting the prime minister.  It’s not going to happen.  The law only

applies to commoners which is us but the Elites and Billionaires are above the law.  Big Pharma has paid out Billions $$$ from

their concoctions injuries but still their allopathic drugs are still in circulation.  This may be the time that the whole of humanity

need to awake and stop this madness.  This has already exceeded 1984 and the Brave New World.
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Indeed, but until such a massive percentage of the vaxxed population is killed or damaged while us unvaxxed continue to show

normal health patterns, one wonders if it would be as futile as it would have been to bring murder charges against Henry VIII.

 Still, we must persevere.  The truth is outing, however slow for my liking.
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All done for proZts. This is just criminal.
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doctors  are the biggest killers. license to kill. 257000 killed in USA by doctors prescriptions..
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ProZt is a secondary motive, the primary motive is depopulation.  Research the Georgia Guide stone, UN’s Agenda 21 and 2030.  

Look at the investment companies who owns shares of Pfzier, Moderna, J&J and Aztraceneca.  Look at the top ten investors for

these companies and you will see the sale investment companies.  Those same companies are also top ten in shares of the

media companies who are peddling their lies.  Bill Gates and Fauci are the actors in the play.  They are the owners of the theatre.
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I'm not doubting the sincerity of those in the video . . . but given the existential severity of situation, they need to get out, stand in a city

plaza, and repeat what they just said, over and over, in MEGAPHONE. Hopefully, a crowd --- and the MSM --- will actually hear

something.
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"It has been recently clariZed that Jesus did not die from the needle like nails puncturing his hands and feet. Doctors at the scene have

veriZed that his lungs simply stopped functioning. His death has now been reclassiZed as due to ARDS caused by an earlier variant of

the SARS virus. The virus appears to have attacked rapidly, resulting in death before the medical treatment could take effect. The claim

that he was later cured and rose from his deathbed has also been discounted by several fact checkers. Many authorities around the

world are now recommending similar early treatments with smaller nails spaced over longer time periods for all faithful citizens to

prevent the deadly disease from overwhelming our medical systems worldwide." - United World News Agencies Sunday April 17, 2022.
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The new AMA certiZed cause of death is now registered as "Failure to thrive"!   How shallow and disconnected can it get?

#NOTABOUTYOURHEALTH    And it never has been, has it Mr. V ?  Sigh.......
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“We are still trying to Zgure out the language of how it works.” – said Francis Collins yesterday 12-21-2021 regarding the human

genome, currently resigning as head of the Human Genome Project. Yes, and in “trying to Zgure it out” you force the entire world from

babies to old adults to be your experimental guinea pigs, maiming and killing them. You already killed millions of people, the millions

you injured will remain that way for the rest of their lives for most of them. And the experimental subjects – which is the entire global

community, as taxpayers even paid these monsters to experiment on them.

Yes, test these monstrous experiments on yourselves and on your families and friends, not ours, and then Zgure out the DNA if you and

your cultist friends whish to live disease free and to live forever. These experiments are for your own evil purposes, not for our beneZt.

You have effectively hijacked the DNA for your own private use and evil agenda, and used our tax payers’ money to experiment on us

and make $billions in the process in the name of science and beneZt of humanity, to extend your (global elite) own lives. The Covid

virus-vax duo doesn’t extend life and Zght disease, but the exact opposite as proven over and over by the victims’ stories. Your plan is to

learn from it for your own personal gain.

Well, good luck! Fauci, Gates, and Collins are not experimenting on peoples of the world for the peoples’ sake and without consent in

any way different than the frightful Josef Mengele – these now been so often compared to –  who experimented on incarcerated

victims and test subjects at the Auschwitz death camp. Fox reporters Lara Logan and Jesse Watters, Bobby Kennedy, Jr and others who

compare these ‘doctors of death’ to N a z i s like Josef Mengele are right on the money. But this Fourth Reich doctors have upped the

scale a 100 fold of the Third Reich – effectively turning all of humanity into ‘Jews’ – which undoubtedly makes them very proud. Shame

on you!
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Among the questions Fauci fears most during public interviews are:  what is your religion? If he says “secret society”, ask “which

one?” And then ask him, “What deity do you worship inside this secret society-fraternity? As a public servant that you are paid to

be, we the public have the right to know, especially when the loyalty to your cult and deity -- as is common knowledge -- precedes

your loyalty to the country and people you are supposed to serve, a pattern of deceit, crime, and betrayal of America that dates

back to the freemason founding fathers of USA that is well documented. Among others, President John Quincy Adams saw the

danger and already tried to stop these freemasons 200 years ago.
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This is their intention, Depopulation.  We are “Useless Eaters.”  I don’t know how brazen and how much hubris these Elites have

when anyone who can connect the dots know the vaccine aka death shots aka gene altering shots have all the risk and little

beneZt.  I guess when you own 99% of MSM, Social Media and even Alternative Media, then you can continue peddle any lies and

deception.  Mark Twain said “It is easier to fool someone than convince him that he is being fooled.”
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Again, What has stopped any of this. The fact the children are now dying too which we knew was going to happen no one has been held

to account. Where is the Real accountability for these atrocities against humanity?
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A Doctor calls it "Premeditated Murder" that carry a 99 year penalty for each case.  Mass arrests are expected. The hospital

system will collapse cause of lawsuits. "Its coming."
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brodiebrock12
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Hopefully in our lifetime Godsent. Hope has never been a strategy though...
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Hello Brodie, President Reagan passes a Bill in mid 1980s absolving Big Pharma Amy liability from injuries and death from their

vaccine. The only product in the world that has no liability for injuries and death are vaccines.  Medicine has it, Cars and

machinery has it.  Food and everything else has it.  However, vaccines do not. The vaccine injury payouts that have been given

was from the government which is from our tax dollars for the the injuries Big Pharma created but they kept the proZts and

continue on.  And the mRNA gene therapy by deZnition isn’t even a vaccine but is peddled as one for its litigation immunity.  The

mRNA doesn’t stop your from getting the virus or spreading try virus.  That’s what a vaccine is suppose to do.  It is

PREVENTATIVE.  

All Vaccines in the past have been cultured with a live or accentuated virus and injected under the epidermis to solicits an

antibody.  So the virus is a foreign matter.  The mRNA is a synthetic code that tells your own cells to make the virus and to then

have your immune system Zght it.  That is totally different.  One is a foreign virus and one is made by your own cells.  There is no

timetable and switch to shut off these spike proteins from your cell.  I just hope the people who got the injections can detox their

body.  The injections are causing them to lose their own immunity which will lead their preexisting condition to exasperate or

their immune system to not be able to fend off future foreign virus such as the common cold.
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The bill protects against liability, but not FRAUD in covering up the risks.  Such fraud opens up massive liability, at least

technically.  However, as I've stated elsewhere, that may be as futile as one of his subjects bringing murder charges against

Henry VIII.
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Sounds as though its inevitable then. Enjoy the remaining breathes you have brothers and sisters!
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Ken Learner - what you are writing about - all those you do Not know Zrst hand - you know what was told to you....by the same people

who want to reduce the population - by the same people who make their money from industries .... that destroys the Amazon - overheat

the planet - destroys the Arctic - pollute the oceans and the air - destroys the normal weather system and now try to destroy the

stratosphere ionosphere etc. They do not reduce the population where is really a lot - as in 1.2 billion or 1.3 billion - they murdering

Europe USA and Australia - and small nations as Israel Denmark Gibraltar Hungary Austria Seychelles islands - so your explanation of

because there are too many people is just as false as these people’s “explanations”. What hellofgates spends on cooling the planet with

dust could easily pay for clean water for the whole planet - but his idea is not clean water but feeling the power above the great

unwashed .... with his sick mind.
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As laudable as Kirsch's efforts may be, comparing anaphylaxis underreporting to death rate underreporting is sill comparing apples to

oranges, and too easily shot down by vax apologists.  I prefer Rose's analysis, which compares apples to apples, as far as death rates

go.  Better yet are comparisons of net death rates due to medical causes associated with the jabs to expected norms.  Another factor

that is largely lost is the increased vulnerability to COVID itself immediately following the jabs, which are miscategorized as

"unvaccinated" COVID deaths.  At very least the excess COVID deaths following the jabs should be attributed to the jabs.
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Just a FYI:  Case studies by public health scientists in Ontario, Canada.  They looked at the incidence of myocarditis/pericarditis among

males aged 18 to 24 after receiving 2 doses of Covid vaccines.  The results were disturbing—to say the least: Those who received PZzer

for the Zrst dose, and then Moderna for the second dose (within 30 days), had a risk of 1 in 1,287.  Those who received 2 doses of

Moderna within 30 days (the recommended schedule) had a risk of 1 in 2,653. Those who received 2 doses of PZzer within 30 days

(again, the recommended schedule) had a risk of 1 in 10,526.
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why in the WORLD would ANYONE simply go and line up for an UNPROVEN, EXPERIMENT?  Why?  Answer:  STUPIDITY!   Then they line

up their kids too!  Like Yipee!!  Everyone standing around cheering and giving them the high Zve and a cute bandaid after they do it,

 when in fact that could have just been their death sentence.   SICK!   I really don't like saying this but all these people who now

(obviously) regret getting the shot, when they were BIG ADVOCATES of it prior to, bc NOW they lost a loved one!  Oh!  Well,  what were

you thinking!

If YOUR GOVERNMENT TOLD you that everyone MUST line up to jump off the San Francisco or George Washington Bridge.... just, you

know, to see what happens!!  would you do that too?  I just don't understand the BLIND TRUST people have and subject themselves to

something JUST BECAUSE someone else told them to.  No matter WHO it is.  DON'T YOU HAVE YOUR OWN MIND?   DON'T YOU SEE

THE RED FLAG HERE PEOPLE?  NO.  they play along and even beat the drum for them until what?  something HORRIFIC happens to

themselves or THEIR CHILD, OR THEIR  other family member or friend.

Well?  I hope it was worth it.  Sticking to your guns bc you believe in this political party or that.   NO.  now just pure sorrow.  Why?   ALL

JUST SO UNNECESSARY.  The only good thing is that the more it happens the more people will be aware i guess!!   been saying since

the beginning that that's what it's going to take.  PERSONAL EXPERIENCE. PERSONAL LOSSES to make some people see the light. For

people to start waking the F up.  Even then some remain in denial.  BUT  the more time that goes by, the more kids die or become

retarded or maimed physically and/or mentally - MAYBE we will see some truth Znally start to shine through.  thing is it's been so long

already.  WHEN WHEN WHEN are people going wake the F UP?    Ronald Reagan said it best!  He said, "The nine most terrifying words in

the English language are,  "I'm from the Government and I'm here to help."
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Hello lin, I used the same analogy of jumping off the bridge with family and friends.  Fear Mongering and the psychological

pressure is inducing borderline people to go get the injection even now when the so many have been maimed and dead. It is a

mass psychosis.  Even when someone one is affected or their family affected, their are still in denial saying they are glad they

got the jab, if without it they could have died.  They have not even considered the jab was the culprit for their developed disease.  

I’m speechless as the intelligent, the dumb and everyone in between has been hypnotised by the Vaccine Depopulation Cult.

 Intelligent People who otherwise would be logical and analytical would defend the jabs but with other issues, they have a clear

head and can access the pros and cons and see the red kag. I hope humanity can have a great awakening and the ones who are

borderline about taking the jab will refuse and the ones already had it Znd a way to detox their body before the immune system

has even totally compromised.
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dividingcricker; yes, yes, yes! the  population  WAS PREPARED TO BE "brain dead" by the Elites! for years, on and on and on! I know,

because I'm a teacher, and not in America! every new school year I was horriZed because the new students were dumber than the year

before!!! and this hapened every year! s that's how they were prepared by the Elite!!!! and this is the result! the brain dead have NO IDEA

what on earth is going on!!! not even in the....end....
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Catryna: when i see it, I believe;  not until then!
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None of what is being done is common sense, it's nothing but tyranny and it is being allowed because NO ONE is Zghting back.  They

have bent to fear.  I can't sleep at night for fear of what my grand children are going to be facing.  The mandate has been reinstated.  I

don't see how this makes sense.  Do the courts not READ? How are they making sense of this?  How does one judge rule over another?

 Is he being black mailed?  I'm not a doctor or scientist, but even I know that an RNA virus can not be eradicated by a vaccine, and that

attempting to do so, creates wild virus.  Those around me getting sick are VACCINATED.  My boyfriend is vaccinated and hasn't gotten

sick but he takes ORACEA every day, and ORACEA is just doxycycline. He isn't even aware of that.  I don't tell him because he will just

get upset.  The mind set of people around me is frightening.  How can this be?
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The Shots by design are not intended to kill all in one fell swoop!  But rather to take out the vulnerable and elderly.  To cause the

hysteria. Then offer the only remedy from the effects of "fear of dying" with more never-ending Vaccines. The likes of which are

already biologically select preprogrammed to gradually wipe out your natural immune system. Enter "Spike Protein"! It is true that

many have had no side effects. But the number that have, are now, and will be, in the future is staggering and coming. On the

war-torn battle Zelds of yesterday, the objective was to wound (not kill) as many as possible as a tactic to reduce the actual

number on the landscape.

The reason being that often it now required two more soldiers to attend to one wounded one. Taking two away from the battle

zone as a strategy of lowering the moral of those three and surrounding troops as casualties escalate along with rumors of

losing. Which in turn allows for a self-defeating plunge of willingness to Zght. Land mines were such this tool! Parents have

always sacriZced their own kesh and blood for a cause they thought and were told would put an end to it all.  Those NOBLE LIES

are the forces perpetuated to refresh and reboot systemic never-ending wars on earth.  The Cov19 is possibly the greatest

intelligence test that has had many rehearsals that we assumed as Zctional. Guess again!
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wall guy good points! I would add this is all a beautiful pipeline of ongoing assured proZts for big Pharma in creating all sorts of

increases in cancers, immunological, neurodegenerative etc issues so in essence use "we the people" monies to fund all

injection research and have the mongers make annual or biannual injection monies and monies with all the developed and being

developed treatment meds of all the disease created by the injections into perpetuity. Solid business pan for big pharma
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Kfa and Wallguy, Any suggestions for detoxing the spike proteins?  Or Kfa, can you elaborate on ORACEA?
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President Lyndon B. Johnson once said, “The Great Society rests on abundance and liberty for all,” in his speech that changed

American’s views on society and the outcomes that can occur (“Great Society”). With the death of President Kennedy in November of

1963. And then in 1964 he recited this: "Our war in Vietnam is escalating. Many have died and many more "will" die until our

commitment has been fulZlled! "   End quote.  OMG!!   Looking incredibly familiar and horribly frightening once again to me.  Instead of

simple decisive executive order to end the worthless conkict in many parts of Asia.  (More so Veit Nam)  So, the commitment actually

had a "number" attached to it.  So far, Cov19 has no mention of one.

And in error to this day, they still have never learned to make friendships of Nations and live in peace and harmony. (Only contracts) Ps.

 FLBJ and his forked tongue.  How many young Americans really given up life for our Nations families grief?  Here we go again.  Who is

serving who?   (It is the citizens that are bestowed "Rights". Not the Government, which in fact has "No" Rights.) By "design"! Look it up,

Buttercups!        A fork in the road is approaching. We are headed for it.  This is war on humanity. SAFE" from BigPharma ever being held

accountable!! "EFFECTIVE" at killing and injurious to Humans. "PERIOD"!  1986 Legally determined UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE!!
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Hello Wallguy, you should hear LBJ’s speech on “Who can Control the weather....will control the world.”  We know the weather is

being controlled through geoengineering.
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www.antena3.ro/coronavirus/romania-tara-verde-cazuri-coronavirus-62278..  however, they say we have looots of cases and we have to

get the jab!!!
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and we ARE THE ONLY GREEN SPOT ON THE MAP OF EUROPE!!!
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DR. Mercola, I know that this article will be taken down, so I have copied it and saved to Zle. Is there any way I could have a link to the

video, also would like permission to post this article on my web site .... www.bereadywhenhecomes.com Thank you. Larry Wittenborn
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When thinking about caring for your family are you considering things like this? They involve more commitment than money. Many

items can be hand-me-downs, purchased used or salvaged free. Are you saving at least a 3-year supply of heirloom seed for your

garden? If you shop in a supermarket, do you consider paying a bit extra for an organic heirloom variety, for example, and considering

saving things, like squash seed, a bonus? You can still save some seed from cold storage at this time of year. Are you saving small

containers and pots to grow your own starter plants from seed in late winter? Divide herbs and plants, too. Learn grafting.

Save jars and freezer containers. Are your children exposed to a good supply or reading material? Do you take time to teach them

history and the constitution? Every home should have a good set of reference books--history/govt, bible, medical, natural history and

plant/fungi ID, etc. Include books suitable for home schooling. Make regular trips to the library with your children to check out books.

Be considerate and helpful to your neighbors. No act of kindness is ever wasted. Send your children over to help shovel snow from

driveways of the elderly or disabled without accepting or expecting to be paid.  If you make a big recipe, share. Can you drop off a load

of Zrewood, where needed, on your route some day? Seek out families in your area to pass on outgrown children's clothing.

Teach children to work.  Make sure both boys and girls learn some of the same tasks. It helps them become more independent. Each

family member commits to learn/contribute new skills. Give serious thought to how you would live if electricity were suddenly cut off.

No more washing machine. Your kitchen appliances and refrigeration. Plumbing ceases to function. Heat, etc. Chores and animals.

Improve your health as much as possible to resist disease. Prevention is better than cure. Live within your means. Buying poor quality is

a bad investment
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Thank You for sharing Almond.  If we all collectively behave this way, the planet will deZnitely be the Garden of Eden for all.

 Instead, a small group of dominating families have corrupted the masses and control access to all the essentials that we need

through the control of multinational corporations and the governments. I hope we can all know how to live off the land and

without electricity since energy consumption through fossil fuel, coal, natural gas, nuclear power, etc. is killing the planet.

 Without the planet and a habitable biosphere, the heirloom seeds will not be able to mature in grown crops.  I’m saying this

because UVC light has been recorded on the ground.  The ozone layer that Zlters these radiation is being disintegrated.  UVC will

burn the plants.  Besides that aluminum is falling to the ground killing the soil microbes, trees and plants.  The trees and plants

are shutting off its stemmata and not taking in the nutrients it needs because of the aluminum.   I hope we can all live off the

land and there will be a Great Awakening, not Great Reset from this PLANdemic/Depopulation.
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www.antena3.ro/coronavirus/romania-tara-verde-cazuri-coronavirus-62278..  however, they say we have looots of cases and we have to

get the jab!!!
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Can we get a link directly to the video for the purposes of sharing the information? It could be life saving
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Dr. Mercola, this article presented a bombshell of evidence that these shots cause injury and death. Its imperative you contact Dr.

Malone who created the mRNA Vax and who said it "wasn't" made for use in humans.  It could be that it causes a host of health

problems including death. If you are able to contact, I would want to know its content and would Znd it a bombshell of information.
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Godsent55 VERY INTERESTING! so, the "discoverer" of the vax says it wasn't meant for use in humans.... where did you read

that? it's worth a loooong discussion!
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Yes I recently watched a video of him discussing the use of mRNA. It was never before approved for human use because they

couldn’t even get past the animal trial. The mice were dying. If I can recall where I saw the video I’ll post it. I know I recently

watched Covid revealed with host Patrick Getempo so that may be where I saw it. Here’s one link I was able to Znd
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watched Covid revealed with host Patrick Getempo so that may be where I saw it. Here’s one link I was able to Znd

vaccinefreedom.wordpress.com/2021/07/30/inventor-of-mrna-vaccine-warns..
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Must watch: www.bitchute.com/.../sj52qNiqB1Xy

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/21/2021 11:33:11 AM
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louisstark
Joined On 7/23/2019 8:50:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t like this article. It seems to leave you vulnerable to claims of playing fast and loose with numbers.
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Bitcopper
Joined On 12/16/2021 1:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless this information is news to you, these stats have been around for months already. Steve Kirsch offers $2 million to anyone

who will debate his numbers with a factual rebuttal. It's no game. MSM is the propaganda machine we used to scoff at in Russia

and China.
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' Like  ( Dislike

 

Ken_Learner
Joined On 12/16/2021 4:57:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Elites/Controllers knows that planet has heated up and can not sustain the 7+ Billion population.  They can’t tell everyone to use

less resource or voluntarily kill them selves or don’t have children.  Therefore, they are actively depopulating is which they deem the

“Useless Eaters.”  The biosphere is collapsing which an extinction rate thousands of times faster than in any other extinction event.  The

ozone will mathematically disintegrate in 2026.  The oceans are stratifying with oxygen-less water where only algae can bloom, Global

Zsh population is dropping down, 80-90% of all insects are extinct, 40%+ wild animals are instinct from the past 40 years.  The Artic

which rekects sunlight is melting away and accelerating its melt, and the Siberian Forest is melting alway and thus release previously

frozen METHANE that will trap heat in our planet.  

The Elite/Controllers are geoengineering the skies every day with toxic sprayed aluminum, barium, strontium, polymers, surfactants,

even graphene oxide to temporary cool the planet while further decimating the planets ability to regulate itself. Our planet is on the road

to a run away greenhouse effect - Venus syndrome.  The Elites/Controllers know the planet’s biosphere is imploding and is actively

depopulating now while the population is still asleep.  If the population knows about this, they will not follow any laws or commands

anymore.  It will be the rule of the jungle and whomever can secure enough resource to survive may have a chance to sustain humanity.
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